
Licensing has evolved into a complex business that requires an enterprise point-of-view. Standalone, single function 
software tools just won’t cut it anymore. That’s where brandcomply.com can help.

BrandComply is focused on leveraging our integrated platform to deliver solutions that work how you work. Stop 
trying to fit into software buckets, and start working in an environment that will help you deliver the results you need 
to get your job done well.

Our team of Licensing Veterans have been in your seat. They understand the challenges and demands placed on you 
to deliver results. They also understand how to work smarter, faster and with the key objectives in mind. Whether 
your role is Category Manager, Contract Compliance, Product Specialist, Product Compliance Specialist, or Business 
Unit Manager, we have been there. Our team is focused on helping you get your job done, not trying to squeeze your 
role into a single software module. So stop talking to software “suppliers”, and come see why more brands are going 
with the Octane5 Solution.
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When the founders of Octane5 set out to invent what is next in licensing brand 
protection, they immediately formed a partnership with De La Rue, the world’s 
leading security printer and currency producer. This unique collaboration between 
the two organizations led to the invention of Threads™: the most secure and 
flexible hang tag and label technology ever introduced to the licensing industry. 

Since its’ birth, Threads hang tag and stickers have become the leading technology 
in corporate licensing. Ask us how Threads™ can help protect and bring a higher 
level of compliance for your brand and connect you to your consumer.
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